by John Thomas

We don't go to the ATO Parisian Party last week. We found that our far-furthest correspondents confirmed the rumors that the event was predicted. One girl came as a French girl, which is an authentic representation of the French government. The We-Want-To-Be-That- published in the magazine. The party was held at the line of going to a rather unusual spot. We publish the line of going to a rather unusual spot. We publish the line of going to a rather unusual spot.

Last time it was the Juvenile noticed quite a lot of water accumulating in the court of the new library. Better check those walls again, Moors, Aberdeen, Have you left the drain out?

Speaking of rain, we wish to note the passing of the "Lake Technology," which has caused great distress. The parking lot for time immemorial.

The following appropriate bit of Mr. Duncan's handwriting was transcribed above the portals of the 10-564:

"Through me you pass into eternal pain: Through me among the people born for ageless.

Before me things create false, new things Eternal, and eternal I endure. All love abandon, ye who enter here."

M. C. O.
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When Barbers Talk About Home Shaving-THAT'S NEWS

CAITHED, MASS, MARCH 13

Remember when the barber treated you to the old fish-eye when you said you shaved at home? Not anymore, our denter interview recently asked barbers what they recommended for home shaves. "Boy, said, 'use a blade that's bladed. Phelps, like our blades are bladed. He bladed that's bladed. As a barber, he knows that the double-ended "featherhead" shave. P&b still gives you blades. For 1-25 for 20 for 26 for 30 for 39 for 89 for 50-99 for Simple and Double Shaves. Try P&B today. Your dealer stocks them.

What makes it worth having?

BY ITSELF, a Bell telephone is useless. What makes it so valuable to you is that it brings the world within easy reach. Begin when connected to the Bell System network.

This network has billions of parts. All had to be designed and manufactured to work together for good telephone service.

To assure a dependable source of good equipment that will work together with all other parts of the nation-wide telephone network Western Electric long ago was made the manufacturing unit of the Bell System.

"As members of the Bell System, Western Electric people can work most closely with Bell research people who design equipment and Bell Telephone company people who operate it. Result: You get the most dependable, most valuable telephone service on earth.

Western Electric

A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 1882
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